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OFFICIAL NEWS 
Council meeting
The date for the next meeting of the British 
Carriagedriving Council will be decided at the 
meeting on 23 April.

Reports from the Club Clinics
Club Course Designers (North)
By kind permission of Robert Bowman, The 
Warehouse night club in Penrith created an 
unusual atmosphere for a clinic, but one which 
worked well. 

To start the day, Ian Gilbert introduced 
the role of the Club Course Designer, 
emphasizing the additional tasks that a club 
designer could be expected to undertake. He 
looked at the bigger picture and considered 
all the elements which had to be present 
to create a viable venue and course. Carol 
Meredith, who specialises in designing cones 
courses, then introduced some of the topics 
she would cover. 

The 32 delegates were split into groups 
and, using match sticks, created and lettered 
an obstacle with as many options as possible. 
The predominantly female group from Chester 
Horse Driving Trials Group then saw their 
obstacle built to scale on the dance floor where 
it was lettered and measured while Ian stressed 
the need to offer options. It’s amazing what can 
be achieved with some pieces of wood cut to 
scale and red and white cups!

Robert supplied the delegates with an 
excellent lunch which was much appreciated. 

The afternoon session focussed on cones 
and Carol explained some of the new rule 
changes and how they impact on cone courses 
which everyone found very informative. 
After a more detailed look at how to set up 
a cones course the afternoon drew to a close 
with another round of coffee while attendance 
certificates were distributed. 

Delegates left feeling that they had all 
learned a great deal and thanked Robert for  
his hospitality.

Course Designers Clinic (South) 
Steve Lucas took the recent club course 
designers (South) clinic at Reading and reports 
on the day. 

Twenty candidates turned up bright and 
early on Sunday morning. The day started with 
a look at the job a course designer has to do. 
With question papers in front of the delegates, 
we started with how to build a dressage arena, 
mark it and what a judge may ask. 

With questions answered we moved on to 
cones: how many, what size arenas, zig zags 
and boxes etc. Also under consideration were 
subjects such as how to measure the course, 
what distance there should be between cones, 
and how to set up the markers and mark the 
cones. With questions answered we stopped for 
lunch and a chat. 

Afterwards we discussed course layout with 
kilometre and compulsory turning flag markers 
and distances for sections and the implications 

of the new rules. We then moved on to 
obstacles and suitable materials, how to make 
an obstacle with whatever is available, sizes and 
distances and layouts. 

After looking at photos of obstacles with 
questions answered and the papers complete, 
we designed an obstacle to be used at the 
indoor finals at Keysoe which worked very well 
as there were so many choices of routes. 

With special thanks to Tony Petitpierre for 
helping, the day drew to an end.

Club Judges Clinic (South)
On 23 March, 10 club judge delegates met at 
the Holiday Inn in Reading for the Club Judges 
Clinic, South, led by BC’s Chairman of Training 
James Rooney. The day started with dressage 
judging, with the attendees discussing and 
practice judging videoed dressage tests. 

After lunch they looked at judging  
on the marathon and cones sections  
along with penalty scoring in a variety of 
different scenarios.

Following judging a few more dressage tests, 
the delegates finished the day with an open 
round table discussion. 

Afterwards, James said: “I was  
surprised at the enthusiasm and interest in 
judging dressage.”

Club Judges Clinic (North)
An extremely well attended club judges 
conference was held in Carlisle on 30 March 
with 37 delegates. It was led by James Rooney 
and assisted by Philippa Thompson. 
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All participants engaged well with the 
sessions and the use of video created good 
discussion as well as testing participants. The 
day evaluated very well with most people 
preferring the class room style in a warm room 
rather than live “guinea pigs” in an indoor 
school. However, this does rely on competitors 
allowing the use of films of their dressage tests, 
particularly at novice level to be relevant to 
club judges. A big thank you to Kim Usher and 
Sarah Oxborrow for allowing their tests to be 
shown and critiqued. 

Forthcoming UKCC course
information for all levels 
Level 1 
Course dates: 10/11 Sept 
Assessment: 24 Nov 
Venue for the above course and assessment: 
Bennington Carriages
Cost: £475 (payable in monthly instalments 
prior to start date) 

Level 2 
Course dates: Final 2 course/practical dates: 
22/23 Nov 
Assessment: 24 Nov
All portfolio work for level 1 and 2 to be 
completed as advised before assessment 

Level 3 
Course dates: First 2 days: 20/21 Nov 
Venue: Bennington Carriages 
Cost: £1,200 (payable in 10 monthly 
instalments of £120) 
Please contact Angela Flanagan email:  
amflan@hotmail.com or tel: 07740 707729  
for more information.

EVENTS
Microchip numbers for 
FEI classes
It would be a great help to organisers if 
you could ensure that when making your 
entries for the FEI classes at Hopetoun and 
Sandringham that you include your horse or 
pony’s microchip number/s. This is important 
to note if you are entering on a standard 
British Carriagedriving entry form where this 
information is not normally required.

Hopetoun National
Closing date for entries is Thursday 8 May to 
zross09@gmail.com. 

Hopetoun, Scotland’s leading carriage 
driving trials, now in their 17th great year, is 
looking forward to welcoming competitors 
again from 23-25 May.

Located in the Deer Park of Hopetoun 
House, Scotland’s finest stately home on the 
southern shore of the Firth of Forth, the event is 
just 12 miles from Edinburgh and only minutes 
from the dual carriageway and motorway.

With a reputation as a very welcoming event 
for competitors, there are showers, catering 

on-site from Thursday morning, fish and chips 
on Thursday evening and full catering facilities 
from Friday morning. The hotly contested 
terrier racing takes place before the free drinks 
reception for competitors, officials and helpers 
on Friday evening. On Saturday evening, 
following the prize giving for the dressage and 
marathon phases, there is a ceilidh with the 
popular Squeeze ‘n’ Tease band.

In Hopetoun’s first year as an international 
event, FEI horse inspections will commence 
9am Thursday, with RDA classes from 10am, 
and all competitors are welcome on site from 
Wednesday afternoon.

Newnham Regional
Closing date for entries is Saturday 25 May.

Competitors are welcome to arrive from 
Wednesday, in return for a payment of £10/
night. There will be a homemade hot supper on 
Saturday night following the Pimms reception 
and prize giving. The competitor gets a free 
supper ticket with their entry – please pay for 
additional tickets with entry.

Normanhurst Novice 
Qualifier
If you are planning to enter the novice qualifier 
event at Normanhurst, please note that the date 
in the yearbook is incorrect.  
The event takes place on 30-31 August.  
The website has been updated with the  
correct date.

INTERNATIONAL
Sandringham 1* 
Class cancelled
Due to the FEI’s provision of grandfather 
rights for drivers in their current Rule Book, 
Sandringham have taken the decision to cancel 
the one star international event this year. 
Hopetoun continue to offer the FEI 1* class 
until the close of entries and both events look 
forward to entries for the FEI 2* classes. 

Eligibility to enter 
international events
Please note that even if you are eligible to 
enter international events according to the 
FEI’s criteria, it is still necessary to achieve a 
standard set by the British Carriagedriving 
Council, and gain their approval of your 
intention to enter an international event, before 
you do so for the first time. The criteria will be 
revised at the Council meeting on 23 April and 
published on the website.

New Tri-Partite Agreement
A new Tri-Partite agreement has been reached 
and will come into force in May 2014.  
For those of you who make use of this, the 
updated document can be viewed on the 
British Carriagedriving web-site under 
International, competing abroad (together with 
other DEFRA paperwork).

GENERAL
Promotion to FEI 
Level 2 Judge
We are delighted to announce the promotion 
of Philippa Thompson to FEI Level 2 judge. 
Philippa has been judging at the top level in 
Britain for many years, officiates regularly 
as President of the Jury and chairs the 
Judges Committee.

Philippa says: “I have currently been a 
national judge for nearly 20 years. Following 
some encouragement from George Bowman, as 
well as only having a small pool of FEI judges 
in Great Britain (coupled with a desire to see 
Vienna!), I decided to embark on the FEI judges 
course at the end of February/beginning of 
March held in Ebreichsdorf on the Austrian/
Hungarian border. The course was intense with 
several written and practical tests throughout 
the duration but I learnt a lot under the 
auspices of Klaus Christ, who a week later led a 
successful National Judges Conference at Stow 
in the Wold.” 

We wish Philippa every success in her  
new role and expect international events run in 
this country to benefit significantly from  
her promotion.

Opposite page: Delegates on the Northern Club 
Course Designers Clinic discuss course options 


